Exploring the effects of pulsed ultrasound at 205 and 616 kHz on the sonochemical degradation of octylbenzene sulfonate.
Compared to continuous wave (CW) ultrasound, pulsed wave (PW) ultrasound has been shown to result in enhanced sonochemical degradation of octylbenzene sulfonate (OBS). However, pulsed ultrasound was investigated under limited pulsing conditions. In this study, pulse-enhanced degradation of OBS was investigated over a broad range of pulsing conditions and at two ultrasonic frequencies (616 and 205 kHz). The rate of OBS degradation was compared to the rate of formation of 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid (HTA) following sonolysis of aqueous terephthalic acid (TA) solutions. This study shows that sonication mode and ultrasound frequency affect both OBS degradation and HTA formation rates, but not necessarily in the same way. Unlike TA, OBS, being a surface active solute, alters the cavitation bubble field by adsorbing to the gas/solution interface of cavitation bubbles. Enhanced OBS degradation rates during pulsing are attributed to this adsorption process. However, negative or smaller pulse enhancements compared to enhanced HTA formation rates are attributed to a decrease in the high-energy stable bubble population and a corresponding increase in the transient bubble population. Therefore, sonochemical activity as determined from TA sonolysis cannot be used as a measure of the effect of pulsing on the rate of degradation of surfactants in water. Over relatively long sonolysis times, a decrease in the rate of OBS degradation was observed under CW, but not under PW conditions. We propose that the generation and accumulation of surface active and volatile byproducts on the surface and inside of cavitation bubbles, respectively, during CW sonolysis is a contributing factor to this effect. This result suggests that there are practical applications to the use of pulsed ultrasound as a method to degrade surface active contaminants in water.